
 
 
 

 
1630 Van Hise Hall 
1220 Linden Drive  
Madison, WI 
53706 
 
 
 
Dear Selection Committee, 
Re: Tracy Williams 
 
I am pleased to submit this letter of recommendation, on behalf of Tracy Williams for the University of 
Wisconsin System Regents Diversity Award.  
 
I have known Tracy Williams for several years, observed her work ethic on two major projects at the 
University with iconic alums who have made an impact in the world. With such complexity and range of 
expertise over a long period enables me to assess accurately Williams’ considerable accomplishments to 
date, address the importance of her continued growth, and state the strength of Williams’ vision to create 
inclusivity through excellence. 
 
My first introduction to Williams was during her tenure as the Director of Diversity and Inclusion, 
Wisconsin Foundation and Alumni Association. In our initial discussion, I was impressed by her warmth, 
quickness of thought and comprehensive knowledge of campus climate. Williams’ position utilizes the arts 
as the conduit to connect with the wider campus populous. An impressive roster of collaborations 
demonstrates a comprehensive understanding of material culture and the role art plays in bringing 
together communities. Williams projects have ranged from an art installation and limited edition print with 
the renowned choreographer Frank Gatson Jr (Art Department).  A Master Class and performance with 
the acclaimed dancer Rebecca Arends (founder of RAREdancework) a non-profit organization, dedicated 
to the production of collaborative & innovative performing arts projects (Dance Department). And finally in 
2015 a limited-edition print project with Virgil Abloh (Louis Vuitton Fashion Director) and talk with Gabriel 
Stulman (Happy Cooking Hospitality). Abloh’s visit resulted in the establishment of a scholarship in his 
name and a RedTalk with Stulman that convened a record-breaking attendance of 850 students. Williams’ 
impressive roster of project/interventions cogently illustrates the universities guiding principles of 
collaboration, social relevance and exposing students to diverse practitioners who espouse the Wisconsin 
Idea. 
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Outreach plays an important factor in Williams’ working practice and has resulted in a substantial 
following on social media (Frank Gatson Jr) 15,000 hits and the secondary contribution to the retention 
climate - students seeing themselves on stage . Williams has elevated vulnerable and curious students to 
a more enlightened one and this places her in the top tier of thinkers, makers, and shapers on the UW 
campus. Well respected by faculty and students she has been instrumental at immersing her audience in 
the aesthetics and research produced by UW alums under forty.  
 
The application of impact, scholarship, best practice, and collaboration is poetically transcribed 
throughout the work of Williams, her ability to connect academia, production with the real world, 
kaleidoscope conditions of culture and the terrain outside the academy - is a real gift. Williams-Maclin 
believes open inquiry and civic engagement transforms learning and continues to prompt her peers to 
have a deeper awareness of the world in which they reside. 
 
Spaces, where alterity, ways of seeing and freedom of expression is coveted, provides an appropriate 
testbed for Williams as she continues to educate and influence students beyond the boundaries of the 
classroom. Numerous organizations utilize Qualtrics as an indication, however, the arts are imbricated 
and evidenced in different ways. Therefore, I holistically see Qualtrics over time, and I would urge the 
committee to review this application through the same lens.  
 
Williams is at the genesis of her creative evolution and can contribute significantly to the student 
experience where the commitment to excellence in teaching is of paramount importance. She is prolific, 
personable and the consummate professional. With all these attributes and achievements, I would like to 
confer my highest recommendation and urge the search committee to review her letter of application with 
the utmost scrutiny. 
 
 
Yours Faithfully, 
 
 
 

 
Dr. Faisal Abdu’Allah 
Faculty Director | The Studio: UW-Madison's Creative Arts 
Associate Professor of Art | UW-Madison Art Department 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
  __________________________________________________________________________________ 
Dr. Faisal Abdu’Allah is an English artist based in the USA and London. A former IDA visiting Professor 
at Stanford University and The Henry John Drewal Visiting Professor of African & Diaspora Arts at UW- 
Madison. He has won numerous awards, First Prize Tallinn Print Triennial and the Evjue Foundation 
Award, USA, 2016. His works are in the collections of, Tate Britain; The Victoria & Albert Museum; 
CAAM; National Maritime Museum and The Chazen Museum. Abdu’Allah is currently represented by 
Magnolia Editions, USA, Autograph, UK. Recently, he has been the recipient of the Joan Mitchell 
Foundation, Painters and Sculptors Grant, 2016 and the Romnes Faculty Award, 2017. Create & 
Mayor’s Office of London Artist Award, 2018-2019. 





 


